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Jinder Ubhi

From: Islington Swifts <islingtonswifts@gmail.com>
Sent: 27 February 2018 07:03
To: Londonplan
Subject: Draft New London Plan

Regarding Policy G6 Biodiversity and Access to Nature (Chapter 8 Green Infrastructure and Natural Environment). 

The laudable policy of regenerating London is both a huge threat and a huge opportunity for endangered buildings-based urban biodiversity that is currently 
apparently being overlooked in the London-wide policies. 
 
This is often the most significant biodiversity present in areas where there is limited green space, so allowing access to biodiversity to a greater proportion of 
the human population. 
 
Species which depend on our buildings for their habitat are seriously threatened with extinction in London unless we intervene, with swifts, house sparrows & 
starlings already suffering a 50% reduction in numbers or greater in 20 years in the UK, and many species of bat are also significantly threatened. 
 
This is largely due to traditional nesting sites in older buildings being lost to insensitive renovation and refurbishment without replacement  
 
However, creating new nesting and roosting sites is straightforward, as integrated nest and roost bricks have been proven effective and are cheap, almost 
invisible, easy to install and zero maintenance. We would like to see these installed in all new developments that are suitable.  
 
General renovation work can easily protect existing biodiversity with minimal cost by a range of simple measures including nestboxes and replicating the 
existing nest or roost sites. 
 
Ecological surveys prior to development in areas known to harbour these threatened species would allow an informed decision to be made on how best to 
protect them. 
 
Stand-alone nesting/ roosting towers, e.g. as made by Habi-Sabi and others, can provide opportunities for biodiversity where other methods are not feasible. 
 
These urban species are being overlooked by environmental policies which focus on green spaces rather than buildings. 
 
So we think it is particularly important that the London Plan recognises its role to play in the protection and enhancement of urban buildings-based 
biodiversity. 
 
Islington Swifts Group 
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